Addressing Implicit Bias in Early Childhood: Get Comfortable Being Uncomfortable | Suggested Resources

**For Adults**

Anti-Bias Education for Young Children and Ourselves, Second Edition | Purchase here

Celebrate! 2nd Edition: An Anti-Bias Guide to Including Holidays in Early Childhood Programs | Purchase here

Creating Diversity Rich Environments for Young Children | Purchase here

The Culture of Child Care: Attachment, Peers, and Quality in Diverse Communities | Purchase here

Developing Cross-Cultural Competence (A Guide for Working with Children and Their Families) | Purchase here

Don't Look Away: Embracing Anti-Bias Classrooms | Purchase here

Let Them Shine: Inspiring Stories of Empowering Children | Purchase here

Loose Parts 3: Inspiring Culturally Sustainable Environments | Purchase here

Me and White Supremacy: Combat Racism, Change the World, and Become a Good Ancestor | Purchase here

Roots and Wings, Third Edition: Affirming Culture and Preventing Bias in Early Childhood | Purchase here

Start Seeing Diversity: The Basic Guide to an Anti-Bias Classroom | Purchase here

Tell Me Who You Are: Sharing Our Stories of Race, Culture, & Identity | Purchase here

What If All the Kids Are White?: Anti-Bias Multicultural Education with Young Children and Families | Purchase here

You Can't Celebrate That!: Navigating the Deep Waters of Social Justice Teaching | Purchase here

**Websites & Resource Collections**

Pt Little Moments Count Racial Justice Resources: a list of key resources put together by racial justice experts across different fields to help you learn more as a person and as a parent

PBS Talking to Young Children about Race and Racism: tips and resources to help you have a meaningful conversation with young children about race, racism, and being anti-racist

Rhode Island Kids Count – How Racism can Affect Child Development Twitter Thread
The Next Page: Diversity in Children's Books and Family Health: Sarah Park Dahlen, PhD and Gigi Chawla, MD discuss how representation in children's books can affect a children's beliefs and health for the rest of their lives. Includes list of resources.

Trying Together Anti-Racism Tools: resources to support caregivers, community members, and early childhood educators in ongoing anti-racism work

Implicit.harvard.edu: implicit association test

How to not accidentally raise a racist: conversation with Dr. Brigitte Vittrup on how to make your kids more openminded and egalitarian

www.tolerance.org/starting small: training kit for early childhood educators that profiles seven innovative classrooms in which teachers are helping children practice fairness, respect and tolerance

Equity Action Framework - Racial Equity in Early Childhood Systems: Four Levels of Change: designed to support individuals and groups that want to advance racial equity in early childhood systems

For Children

All the Colors We Are - 20th Anniversary Edition: The Story of How We Get Our Skin Color |Purchase here

The Colors of Us |Purchase here

Each Kindness |Purchase here

Last Stop on Market Street |Purchase here

Lola at the Library |Purchase here

Malala’s Magic Pencil |Purchase here

Separate is Never Equal: Sylvia Mendez & Her Family’s Fight for Desegregation |Purchase here

The Undefeated |Purchase here

We Are Grateful: Otsaliheliga |Purchase here

We’ve got the Whole World in our Hands |Purchase here

Virtual Storytimes

Hair love

A Kid’s Book about Racism

Let’s Talk about Race

Not My Idea: A Book about Whiteness